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x86 Virtualization
Hardware Support
Pla$orm Virtualiza.on •  Hide the physical characteris.cs of computer resources from the applica.ons •  Not a new idea: IBM’s CP-‐40 1967, CP/CMS, VM •  Full Virtualiza.on •  Simulate enough hardware so that an unmodiﬁed guest opera.ng system can be run •  Provides a full “virtual machine” •  Scenarios: •  Run Linux in a virtual machine on Windows •  Run mul.ple logical servers (each with their own virtual machine) on a single physical server 1
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Virtual Machine Monitors
(VMMs)
VM0
VM1
App0
Guest OS0
VMn
App1
Guest OS1
...
Appn
Guest OSn
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)
Platform HW
Memory
Processor/CS
I/O Devices
Source: Understanding Intel Virtualization Technology”, N. Sahgal, D. Rodgers
Challenges of Running a VMM
OS and Apps in a VM
don't know that the
VMM exists or that they
share CPU resources
with other VMs
VM0
App
VM1
App
...
Guest OS0
App
App
...
VM Monitor
Platform Hardware
App
...
Guest OS1
App
VMM should isolate
Guest SW stacks from
one another
VMM should run
protected from all
Guest software
VMM should present a
virtual platform interface
to Guest SW
Source: Understanding Intel Virtualization Technology”, N. Sahgal, D. Rodgers
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Virtualization: Isolation
App1
App2
OS
App1
App2
OS
OS
VMM
HW
HW
Source: Understanding Intel Virtualization Technology”, N. Sahgal, D. Rodgers
Virtualization: Consolidation
App2
App1
App2
OS1
OS2
OS1
OS2
HW1
HW2
App1
VMM
HW
Source: Understanding Intel Virtualization Technology”, N. Sahgal, D. Rodgers
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Virtualization: Migration
App
App
OS
OS
VMM
HW1
VMM
HW2
VMM
HW1
VMM
HW2
Source: Understanding Intel Virtualization Technology”, N. Sahgal, D. Rodgers
Usages •  Legacy soWware support – Consolida.on •  Training/QA – Consolida.on •  Ac.vity Par.oning – Isola.on •  Administra.on – Consolida.on, Isola.on, Migra.on •  Failover Infrastructure -‐ Migra.on 4
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Popek & Goldberg •  Formal Requirements for Virtualizable Third Genera8on Architectures – 1974 ar.cle •  Virtual Machine •  capable of virtualizing all hardware resources, processors, memory, storage, and peripherals •  Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) •  provides virtual machine abstrac.on •  Also referred to as hypervisor Popek & Goldberg VMM Proper.es •  Equivalence •  Program running under a VMM should exhibit a behavior iden.cal to that of running on the equivalent machine •  Resource Control •  VMM is in full control of virtualized resources •  Eﬃciency •  A sta.s.cally dominant frac.on of machine instruc.ons may be executed without VMM interven.on 5
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Popek & Goldberg: Instruc.ons •  Privileged instruc.ons •  those that trap in user mode, and only run in system mode •  Control-‐sensi.ve instruc.ons •  those that change the resource conﬁgura.on of the system •  Behavior-‐sensi.ve instruc.ons •  behavior or results depend on the conﬁgura.on of resources Theorem 1: Virtualiza.on •  Can construct a VMM if set of control-‐
sensi.ve instruc.ons is a subset of the privileged instruc.ons •  All control-‐sensi.ve instruc.ons always trap and pass control to the VMM •  Guarantees resource control property •  non-‐privileged instruc.ons must be executed na.vely 6
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Theorem 2: Recursive Virtualiza.on •  Recursive virtualiza.on – VMM can run on a copy of itself •  For an architecture, this is possible if: •  The architecture is virtualizable •  A VMM without .ming dependences can be built Non-‐Virtualizable Machines •  VMMs (under Popek & Goldberg deﬁni.on) cannot be built on non-‐virtualizable machines •  Workarounds: •  patching – cri.cal instruc.ons removed and replaced with trap to VMM •  paravirtualiza8on – guest o.s. is modiﬁed (e.g., IBM VM) 7
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x86 Virtualiza.on •  Before 2005: •  x86 processor architecture did not meet Popek & Goldberg virtualiza.on requirements •  Intel VT (Virtual Technology) (IVT) •  IA-‐32, IA-‐64, Directed I/O, DMA & interrupt remapping, Connec.vity •  AMD-‐V (Paciﬁca) •  AMD Athlon 64, Turion, Opteron In 2005 and 2006, Intel and AMD (working
independently) created new processor
extensions to the x86 architecture. The first
generation of x86 hardware support for
virtualization addressed the issue of
privileged instructions, with support for MMU
virtualization added to the Chipset later.
8
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First, let’s take a look at software
virtualization of x86.
In protected mode the Kernel runs at a higher
privilege such as ring 0, and applications at a lower
privilege such as ring 3.
Similarly, a host OS must control the processor
while the guest OSs are prevented from direct
access to the hardware.
One approach used in x86 software-based
virtualization is called ring deprivileging,
which involves running the guest OS at a ring
higher than 0.
9
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What’s VT for?
app
app
app
app
app
app
Operating System
#1
(Win-XP)
Operating System
#2
(Mac-OS)
Operating System
#3
(Linux)
Virtual Machine
Virtual Machine
Virtual Machine
Virtual Machine Manager
Each operating system was designed to be in total control of the system,
which makes it impossible for two or more operating systems to be
executing concurrently on the same platform – unless ‘total control’ is
taken away from them by a new layer of control-software: the VMM
How to seize control?
•  The Virtual Machine Manager will have to
be able to intervene whenever one OS is
attempting to do something that conflicts
with what another OS wants to do
•  With the new VTX instructions, the CPU is
able to ‘trap’ such attempts, and allow the
VMM to ‘emulate’ the effect that is
desired by one OS, but in a manner that
does not interfer with any other OS
10
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An example senario
•  Suppose a Win-XP application is drawing
some text in a window on the screen, and
a Mac-OS application also is drawing into
a window on the same computer screen
•  Neither application does its drawing itself,
but only by asking its Operating System to
draw to the screen on its behalf
•  But the OS’s are unaware of each other
The VMM can sort this out
The VMM can ‘trap’ all attempts to do any
drawing to the screen, then can ‘redirect’
the two images to different screen regions
whenever they might otherwise overlap
Win-XP
tries to
draw this
Mac-OS
tries to
draw this
VMM
can be a
mediator
11
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VT-x controls
As we shall soon see, Intel’s Virtualization
Technology instructions lets a ‘Host’ VMM
specify numerous conditions under which
the actions attempted by a ‘Guest’ VM will
get ‘trapped’, allowing the ‘Host’ to seize
control and take alternative actions when
conflicts among OS’s are about to arise
Why we need VMX
•  There are over a dozen x86 instructions,
similar to ‘smsw’, that can execute
without being ‘trapped’, and so reveal
information about the CPU’s state that
may interfere with attempts to build a
‘Virtual Machine’ that faithfully emulates
the real machine
•  But Intel’s VT extensions allow ‘trapping’
of all those problematic cases by a VMM
12
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x86 Hardware Support
An in-memory data structure, which we will refer to
as the virtual machine control block, or VMCB,
combines control state with a subset of the state of
a guest virtual CPU.
A new, less privileged execution mode, guest
mode, supports direct execution of guest code,
including privileged code.
We refer to the previously architected x86
execution environment as host mode.
A new instruction, vmrun, transfers from host to
guest mode.
Upon execution of vmrun, the hardware loads
guest state from the VMCB and continues
execution in guest mode. Guest execution
proceeds until some condition, expressed by the
VMM using control bits of the VMCB, is reached.
At this point, the hardware performs an exit
operation, which is the inverse of a vmrun operation. On exit, the hardware saves guest state to
the VMCB, loads VMM-supplied state into the
hardware, and resumes in host mode, now
executing the VMM.
13
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Diagnostic fields in the VMCB aid the VMM
in handling the exit; e.g., exits due to guest
I/O provide the port, width, and direction of
I/O operation. After emulating the effect of
the exiting operation in the VMCB, the VMM
again executes vmrun, returning to guest
mode.
•  The VMCB control bits provide some flexibility in the
level of trust placed in the guest.
•  For instance, a VMM behaving as a hypervisor for a
general-purpose OS might allow that OS to drive system
peripherals, handle interrupts, or build page tables.
•  However, when applying hardware assistance to pure
virtualization, the guest must run on a shorter leash. The
hardware VMM programs the VMCB to exit on guest
page faults, TLB flushes, and address-space switches in
order to maintain the shadow page tables; on I/O
instructions to run emulated models of guest peripherals;
and on accesses to privileged data structures such as
page tables and memory-mapped devices.
14
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The hardware extensions provide a
complete virtualization solution, essentially
prescribing the structure of our hardware
VMM (or indeed any VMM using the
extensions). When running a protected
mode guest, the VMM fills in a VMCB with
the current guest state and executes vmrun.
On guest exits, the VMM reads the VMCB
fields describing the conditions for the exit,
and vectors to appropriate emulation code.
Most of this emulation code is shared with the
software VMM. It includes peripheral device
models, code for delivery of guest interrupts, and
many infrastructure tasks such as logging,
synchronization and interaction with the host OS.
Since current virtualization hardware does not
include explicit support for MMU virtualization, the
hardware VMM also inherits the software VMM’s
implementation of the shadowing technique
described previously.
15
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The resulting performance depends primarily on
the frequency of exits. A guest that never exits
runs at native speed, incurring near zero overhead.
However, this guest would not be very useful since
it can perform no I/O. If, on the other hand, every
instruction in the guest triggers an exit, execution
time will be dominated by hardware transitions
between guest and host modes. Reducing the
frequency of exits is the most important
optimization for classical VMMs.
Where possible, privileged instructions affect
state within the virtual CPU as represented
within the VMCB, rather than unconditionally
trapping.
16
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Consider popf. A naive extension of x86 to support
classical virtualization would trigger exits on all
guest mode executions of popf to allow the VMM
to update the virtual “interrupts enabled” bit.
However, guests may execute popf very
frequently, leading to an unacceptable exit rate.
Instead, the VMCB includes a hardwaremaintained shadow of the guest %eflags register.
When running in guest mode, instructions
operating on %eflags operate on the shadow,
removing the need for exits.
Three techniques made software
virtualization of protected mode possible:
•  binary translation (emulation) to rewrite
some instructions
•  shadow key data structures, e.g. shadow
page tables
•  I/O device emulation
17
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Binary Translation
Binary translation (emulation) is used to
rewrite in terms of ring 3 instructions certain
ring 0 instructions, such as POPF, that
would otherwise fail silently or behave
differently when executed above ring 0.
•  The VMM derives shadow structures from
guest-level primary structures.
•  On-CPU privileged state, such as the page
table pointer register or processor status
register, is handled trivially: the VMM
maintains an image of the guest register,
and refers to that image in instruction
emulation as guest operations trap.
18
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Shadow
Off-CPU privileged data, such as page tables, may
reside in memory. In this case, guest accesses to
the privileged state may not naturally coincide with
trapping instructions. For example, guest page
table entries (PTEs) are privileged state due to
their encoding of mappings and permissions.
Dependencies on this privileged state are not
accompanied by traps: every guest virtual memory
reference depends on the permissions and
mappings encoded in the corresponding PTE.
Such in-memory privileged state can be
modified by any store in the guest instruction
stream, or even implicitly modified as a side
effect of a DMA I/O operation. Memorymapped I/O devices present a similar
difficulty: reads and writes to this privileged
data can originate from almost any memory
operation in the guest instruction stream.
19
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To maintain coherency of shadow structures, VMMs
typically use hardware page protection mechanisms to trap
accesses to in-memory primary structures.
For example, guest PTEs for which shadow PTEs have
been constructed may be write-protected. Memory-mapped
devices must generally be protected for both reading and
writing. This page-protection technique is known as tracing.
Classical VMMs handle a trace fault similarly to a privileged
instruction fault: by decoding the faulting guest instruction,
emulating its effect in the primary structure, and
propagating the change to the shadow structure.
Shadow Data Structures
A number of key data structures used by a processor need to be
shadowed.
Because most operating systems use paged virtual memory, and
granting the guest OS direct access to the MMU would mean loss of
control by the virtualization manager, some of the work of the x86 MMU
needs to be duplicated in software for the guest OS using a technique
known as shadow page tables. This involves denying the guest OS any
access to the actual page table entries by trapping access attempts
and emulating them instead in software.
The x86 architecture uses hidden state to store segment descriptors in
the processor, so once the segment descriptors have been loaded into
the processor, the memory from which they have been loaded may be
overwritten and there is no way to get the descriptors back from the
processor. Shadow descriptor tables must therefore be used to track
changes made to the descriptor tables by the guest OS.
20
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I/O
I/O device emulation: Unsupported devices
on the guest OS must be emulated by a
device emulator that runs in the host OS.
‘Trap-and-Emulate’
A look at one of the fundamental
concepts for implementation of
‘virtual’ machines
21
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AMD
•  AMD Secure Virtual Machine (SVM), but later marketed
them under the trademark AMD Virtualization,
abbreviated AMD-V.
•  AMD Opteron CPUs now support a second generation
hardware virtualization technology called Rapid
Virtualization Indexing (formerly known as Nested Page
Tables during its development), later adopted by Intel as
Extended Page Tables (EPT).
•  (The CPU flag for AMD-V is "svm". This may be checked
in FreeBSD via dmesg or sysctl and in Linux via /proc/
cpuinfo.)
Intel
•  Intel virtualization (VT-x)
•  Intel started to include Extended Page
Tables (EPT), a technology for page-table
virtualization, since the Nehalem
architecture.
•  (The CPU flag for VT-x is "vmx". This may
be checked in Linux via /proc/cpuinfo.)
22
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Chipset
Memory and I/O virtualization is performed
by the chipset. Typically these features must
be enabled by the BIOS, which must be able
to support them and also be set to use them.
I/O MMU virtualization
(AMD-Vi and VT-d)
An input/output memory management unit
(IOMMU) enables guest virtual machines to
directly use peripheral devices, such as
Ethernet, accelerated graphics cards, and
hard-drive controllers, through DMA and
interrupt remapping. This is sometimes
called PCI passthrough.
23
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Intel VT
Intel® VT supports virtual machine architectures comprised of two principal
classes of software:
•  Virtual-Machine Monitor (VMM): A VMM acts as a host and has full control
of the processor(s) and other platform hardware. VMM presents guest
software (see below) with an abstraction of a virtual processor and allows it
to execute directly on a logical processor. A VMM is able to retain selective
control of processor resources, physical memory, interrupt management,
and I/O.
•  Guest Software: Each virtual machine is a guest software environment that
supports a stack consisting of an operating system (OS) and application
software. Each operates independently of other virtual machines and uses
the same interface to processor(s), memory, storage, graphics, and I/O
provided by a physical platform. The software stack acts as if it were
running on a platform with no VMM. Software executing in a virtual machine
must operate with reduced privilege so that the VMM can retain control of
platform resources.
A general requirement for I/O virtualization models is the ability to isolate and
restrict device accesses to the resources owned by the partition managing the
device. Intel® VT for Directed I/O provides VMM software with the following
capabilities:
•  I/O device assignment: for flexibly assigning I/O devices to VM s and
extending the protection and isolation properties of VMs for I/O operations.
•  DMA remapping: for supporting independent address translations for Direct
Memory Accesses (DMA) from devices.
•  Interrupt remapping: for supporting isolation and routing of interrupts from
devices and external interrupt controllers to appropriate VMs.
•  Reliability: for recording and reporting to system software DMA and interrupt
errors that may otherwise corrupt memory or impact VM isolation.
24
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Hardware Support
•  DMA remapping provides hardware support for isolation
of device accesses to memory, and enables each device
in the system to be assigned to a specific domain
through a distinct set of I/O page tables.
•  When the device attempts to access system memory,
the DMA-remapping hardware intercepts the access and
utilizes the I/O page tables to determine whether the
access can be permitted; it also determines the actual
location to access.
•  Frequently used I/O page table structures can be cached
in hardware.
•  The DMA remapping can be configured independently
for each device, or collectively across multiple devices.
DMA Remapping
25
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The limitations of software-only methods for I/O
virtualization can be improved through direct
assignment of I/O devices to partitions. With this
approach, the driver for an assigned I/O device
runs only in the partition to which it is assigned and
is allowed to interact directly with the device
hardware with minimal or no VMM involvement.
The hardware support for DMA remapping enables
this direct device assignment without devicespecific knowledge in the VMM.
VM using DMA remapping
26
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• 
• 
• 
In this model, the VMM restricts itself to enabling direct assignment of
devices to their partitions. Rather than invoking the VMM for all I/O requests
from a partition, the VMM is invoked only when guest software accesses
protected resources (such as configuration accesses, interrupt
management, etc.) that impact system functionality and isolation.
To support direct assignment of I/O devices, a VMM must enforce isolation
of DMA requests. I/O devices can be assigned to domains, and the DMAremapping hardware can be used to restrict DMA from an I/O device to the
physical memory presently owned by its domain. For domains that may be
relocated in physical memory, the DMA-remapping hardware can be
programmed to perform the necessary translation.
I/O device assignment allows other I/O sharing usages — for example,
assigning an I/O device to an I/O partition that provides I/O services to other
user partitions. DMA-remapping hardware enables virtualization software to
choose the right combination of device assignment and software-based
methods for I/O virtualization.
Summary •  Virtualiza.on is an old approach, but new soWware techniques and hardware support have it becoming more visible •  New tools/method/processes being developed to fully u.lize virtualiza.on •  In the mainstream of system administra.on 27
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